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SEI Team Wins 2019 ISLA Award

A team of SEI technical staff members has received the 2019 Information Security Leadership Award (ISLA®) Government, in the category of Most Valuable Industry Partner (Team). (ISC)², the information technology security professional organization best known for the Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP®) certification, gives the ISLA Government award to “a U.S. federal, state or local contractor or consultant team (currently supporting a government contract) whose project or initiative has significantly contributed to the advancement of information security in the areas of information security workforce, policy, process or technology.”

The award recognized the SEI team’s technical guidance and research performed for the Department of Defense’s (DoD) Joint Federated Assurance Center (JFAC), which supports software and hardware assurance efforts across the DoD. Over two years, the SEI team developed a pair of guidebooks on software assurance at the DoD.

Learn more.
• SATURN Conference on Software Architecture Opens Call for Submissions
• Forrest Shull and Grace Lewis Elected to IEEE Computer Society Leadership
• SEI Supports National Cybersecurity Awareness Month

---

SEI Publications

• [SEI User Guide](#)
• [AADL User Day 2019 Presentations](#)
• [SATURN 2020 Sponsorship Opportunities](#)

---

SEI Blog

Recent posts

• [Six Best Practices for Developer Testing](#)
• [Could Blockchain Improve the Cybersecurity of Supply Chains?](#)
• [Mapping Cyber Hygiene to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework](#)

---

SEI Podcast Series

Available in video and audio formats

• [Women in Software and Cybersecurity: Anita Carleton](#)
• [Improving the Common Vulnerability Scoring System](#)
• [Why Software Architects Must Be Involved in the Earliest Systems Engineering Activities](#)

---

SEI Events

Featured events

• [Artificial Intelligence for Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response Workshop](#)
• **FloCon 2020**
• **SATURN 2020**

## SEI Videos
Short videos of SEI work from our experts

• [CMU SEI Research Review 2019—New Videos](#)
• [A New Path to Verifiable Confidence](#)

## SEI Training

• [System Assessment and Authorization Process](#)
  December 9-10, 2019 (SEI Arlington, Va.)
• [Assessing Information Security Risk Using the OCTAVE Approach](#)
  February 4-6, 2020 (SEI Arlington, Va.)

## SEI Careers
Featured opportunities

• [Research Scientist-Adversarial Machine Learning](#)
• [Associate Security Researcher](#)
• [Senior Linux Systems Administrator](#)
• [All Current Opportunities](#)

---

### About the SEI Bulletin

The SEI Bulletin is a biweekly newsletter designed to keep you up to date on SEI news, events, research, and other matters of interest to the SEI community. We hope you find the SEI Bulletin useful and informative.

### Send Us Your Story
Do you have a story about how an SEI technology has positively affected your team or organization? If so, the SEI would like to hear about it. Send a short summary of your success to info@sei.cmu.edu, and you could be featured in a future issue of the SEI Bulletin.

---
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